ABSTRACT

This research study includes total 300 Athletic performers who were particular and among them 150 semi-Urban Athletic players. The information was dealt with factually by utilizing "t" test to focus noteworthy distinction of identity attributes between Semi-Urban and Urban Athletic Players.

The mean (S.Ds.) age of semi-Urban Athletic players was 17.15 (3.04). Their weight was 52.18 (16.33) Kg. and their height was 160.02 (5.91) cm. Meanwhile the mean (S.Ds.) age of Urban Athletic players was 24.07 (7.78), their weight was 61.92 (8.09) kg and their height was 171 (12.04) cm. There would be no huge distinction of identity attributes concerning neuroticism between Semi-Urban and Urban Athletic Players which was hypothesized. The aftereffects of research uncovered presence of measurably noteworthy contrast of identity attributes regarding neuroticism was found. Thus the hypothesis of the study was not accepted.

It had been hypothesized that no noteworthy contrast of identity attributes as for psychoticism of Semi-Urban and Urban Athletic Players. The consequences of research uncovered presence of factually critical distinction of identity attributes concerning psychoticism was found. Hence results have neglected to reject hypothesized research. It had been conjectured that there would be no noteworthy contrast of identity distinction as for extraversion between Semi-Urban and Urban Athletic Players. The aftereffects of the study show that measurably noteworthy distinction of identity qualities was found. Thus the hypothesis was not accepted. The consequence of the study did backing to the theory of the study where in, It was expressed that there would be no critical distinction of identity characteristics concerning falsehood scale on the grounds that, t-proportion uncovers no measurably noteworthy contrast of identity qualities regarding untruth scale. It has been speculated that there would be no critical distinction of identity attributes regarding extraversion of semi-Urban Women and Urban Athletic players. The consequences of research uncovered presence of factually huge contrast of identity attributes as for
extraversion was found. The consequences of research was neglected to reject speculation, accordingly the theory was not acknowledged.

It was estimated that no critical contrast to identity attributes concerning psychoticism of semi-Urban Women and Urban ladies Athletic players. The aftereffects of research uncovered presence of factually critical distinction of identity qualities concerning psychoticism was found. Therefore hypothesized was rejected. It was hypothesized that there would be no critical distinction of identity attributes as for neuroticism of semi-Urban Women and Urban ladies Athletic players. The aftereffects of research showed that factually critical contrast of identity attributes regarding neuroticism was found. Hence hypothesis was not acknowledged.

It was hypothesized there no critical distinction of identity qualities as for untruth scale of semi-Urban Women and Urban ladies Athletic players. The consequences of research uncovered that factually huge distinction of identity characteristics regarding falsehood scale was found. These results have neglected to reject invalid hypothesized of research. Subsequently, hypothesis was not acknowledged.

It was hypothesized that critical contrast of identity attributes as for neuroticism of semi-Urban young men and Urban men Athletic players. The consequences of research uncovered that factually noteworthy distinction of identity qualities regarding neuroticism was found. This result has neglected to reject the invalid speculation of research. Subsequently, hypothesis was not acknowledged.

It had been hypothesized that no noteworthy contrast of identity qualities regarding psychoticism of semi-Urban young men and Urban men Athletic players. The aftereffects of research uncovered that factually noteworthy distinction of identity qualities regarding psychoticism was found. These have neglected to reject hypothesis of research. Subsequently, hypothesis was not acknowledged.

It was hypothesized that no critical distinction of identity qualities as for extraversion of semi-Urban young men and Urban men Athletic players. The consequences of research uncovered that factually huge distinction of identity qualities
characteristics with regard to extraversion was found. These results have neglected to reject hypothesis of research. In this way, hypothesized was not acknowledged.

It was that no noteworthy contrast of identity attributes regarding falsehood scale of semi-Urban young men and Urban men Athletic players. The consequences of the study uncovered that factually critical contrast of identity attributes regarding untruth scale was found. Results have neglected to reject the invalid speculation of the study. In this manner, hypothesis theory was not acknowledged.

It was hypothesized that no critical distinction of identity characteristics regarding neuroticism of semi-Urban young men and Urban men Athletic players. The consequences of the study uncovered that factually noteworthy contrast of identity attributes as for neuroticism was found. These results have neglected to reject the invalid speculation of the study. So hypothesized was not acknowledged.

It was hypothesized that no noteworthy distinction of identity attributes regarding psychoticism of semi-Urban young men and Urban men Athletic players. The consequences of research uncovered that factually noteworthy contrast of identity attributes concerning psychoticism was found. These results have neglected to reject the invalid theory of the study. So hypothesis was not acknowledged.

**Conclusion**

Measurably huge distinction of identity attributes regarding extraversion between semi-Urban Women and Urban ladies Athletic players was found. Semi-Urban Women Athletic players were found to have got more masochist propensity as contrasted with urban ladies Athletic players. Measurably critical distinction of identity qualities regarding psychoticism between semi-Urban Women and Urban ladies Athletic players was found. Urban ladies Athletic players cause huge more crazy inclination as contrasted with their partners. Measurably noteworthy contrast of identity attributes as for extraversion between semi-Urban Women and Urban ladies Athletic players was found. Urban ladies Athletic players were found to have got less socializers.
Factually critical distinction of identity qualities regarding falsehood scale between semi-Urban Women and Urban ladies Athletic players was found. Measurably noteworthy distinction of identity qualities as for extraversion between semi-Urban Women and Urban ladies Athletic players was found. Semi-Urban Women Athletic players were found to have got more hypochondriac inclination as contrasted with urban ladies Athletic players. Measurably huge distinction of identity attributes concerning psychoticism between semi-Urban Women and Urban ladies Athletic players was found.

Urban ladies Athletic players acquire huge more maniacal inclination as contrasted with their partners. Factually huge contrast of identity qualities as for extraversion between semi-Urban Women and Urban ladies Athletic players was found. Urban ladies Athletic players were found to have get less outgoing person.

Measurably huge contrast of identity qualities as for falsehood scale between semi-Urban Women and Urban ladies Athletic players was found. Semi-Urban Women was found to have got more liars. Measurably huge distinction of identity attributes as for neuroticism between semi-Urban young men and urban men Athletic players was found. Semi-Urban young men Athletic players were found to have got more masochist inclination as contrasted with urban men Athletic players.

Factually critical contrast of identity attributes regarding psychoticism between semi-Urban young men and Urban men Athletic players was found. Urban men Athletic players bring about noteworthy more insane inclination as contrasted with their partners. Measurably noteworthy distinction of identity qualities concerning extraversion between semi-Urban young men and Urban men Athletic players was found. Urban men Athletic players were found to have got more social butterflies. Factually huge distinction of identity qualities as for untruth scale between semi-Urban young men and urban men Athletic players was found. Semi-Urban young men Athletic players were found to have got more liar. Factually noteworthy contrast of identity qualities regarding neuroticism between semi-Urban young men and Urban ladies Athletic players was found. Semi-Urban young men Athletic players were found to have got more hypochondriac propensity as contrasted with Urban ladies.
Athletic players. Factually critical distinction of identity attributes as for psychoticism between semi-Urban young men and Urban ladies Athletic players was found. Urban ladies Athletic players bring about noteworthy more maniacal inclination as contrasted with their partners. Measurably critical contrast of identity attributes concerning extraversion between semi-Urban young men and urban ladies Athletic players was found. Urban ladies Athletic players were found to have got less social butterflies. Measurably huge contrast of identity qualities concerning falsehood scale between Semi-Urban and Urban Athletic Players was found. Urban ladies Athletic players were found to have got more liars. Measurably critical contrast of identity attributes as for neuroticism between semi-Urban Women and Urban men Athletic players was found.

Semi-Urban Women Athletic players were found to have got more psychotic propensity as contrasted with Urban men Athletic players. Factually noteworthy distinction of identity attributes regarding psychoticism between semi-Urban Women and Urban men Athletic players was found. Urban men Athletic players cause noteworthy less crazy inclination as contrasted with their partners. Measurably noteworthy contrast of identity attributes concerning extraversion between semi-Urban Women and Urban men Athletic players was found. Urban men Athletic players were found to have got more socializers. No Statistically huge distinction of identity attributes regarding falsehood scale between semi-Urban Women and Urban ladies Athletic players was found.

Factually huge distinction of identity attributes as for extraversion between higher age (25-30) semi-Urban and (25-30) Urban Athletic players was found. Higher age (25-30) Semi-Urban Athletic players was found to have got less extravert propensity as contrasted with Urban Athletic players. Factually critical contrast of identity qualities as for neuroticism between higher age (25-30) semi-Urban and higher age (25-30) Urban Athletic players was found. Higher age Urban Athletic players acquire noteworthy more hypochondriac propensity as contrasted with their partners. Measurably noteworthy distinction of identity qualities concerning psychoticism between higher age (25-30) Urban Athletic players discovered higher
age Urban Athletic players was found to have got more outgoing person. No Statistically critical distinction of identity attributes regarding falsehood scale between higher age semi-Urban and higher age Urban Athletic players was found.

**RECOMMENDATION**

The discoveries of this research would prompt accompanying suggestion

1. The findings of the present research would lead to the following recommendation

2. Co-relational study could be done among various medium of physical education students.

3. A Comparative study could be done among various medium of other subjects students.

4. A Similar Study could be done at high level players like National, International and Olympic Players.

5. A Similar study could be done among Athletic and others game and sports.

6. A similar study could be investigated among the players of two or more distribute.

7. A similar study could be done with subject belonging to different age groups.